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Executive Summary

1H2022: Sluggish issuance except for bank-bonds

 Generally, Real Estate businesses recorded a sharp decline in issuance value with 

a value of just over VND 51 trillion in 1H2022, down nearly 37% YoY. Instead, the 

Financial institutions emerged as the largest issuers to increase Tier 2 capital on 

the roadmap to achieve Basel III and utilize the bond channel for capital 

optimization through bond repos.

 Noticeably, the Energy sector did not record any significant issuance transactions 

in the first half of the year. This may come from the fact that Power Development 

Plan VIII (PDP 8) has not been issued yet, leading to issuers in the industry 

continuing to wait for more specific and clearer policies before mobilizing 

resources from the corporate bond market with a long yield from 5-10 years due to 

the long-term nature of energy projects.

 Out of nearly 300 issuances from 137 issuers in 1H2022, about 44% are from 

listed companies. This is partly due to the requirements of higher issuance 

standards after the Tan Hoang Minh event as well as the SBV's requirement for 

credit institutions not to buy unlisted corporate bonds under Circular 16, which 

came into effect from Jan 15th, 2022.

 Although some issuances in July had longer maturities, the average maturity of 

corporate bonds has dropped sharply from 4.5 years in 2021 to 3.3 years. This 

might show that investors are concerned about increased credit risks, so they tend 

to choose shorter investment terms.

 The average interest rate in 1H2022 is not too different from 2021 when it only 

decreased by 0.17% and reached an average of 8.8%/year.

Accelerated early redemption activities contribute to reducing the pressure of debt 

coming due

 Early redemption activities continued to increase with a total value of VND 72.29 

trillion, up 22% YoY, and focusing on bonds 1-3 years from maturity. 

 In addition to Commercial banks, Real estate issuers bought back VND 16.2 trillion 

ahead of time in the first six months of 2022. Premature repurchase activities became 

more active in this period, in our opinion, to reduce the risk of debt maturity since the 

project implementation schedule was delayed, as well as to relieve the pressure to 

pay off the bond-purchase contract ahead of time at the request of bondholders after 

the Tan Hoang Minh event in April 2022.

Real estate sector: Stable financial gearing, but declining credit strength.

 Stagnant real estate liquidity, project licensing, and credit control have slowed down 

project implementation and sales process. This made the average inventory days of 

listed real estate companies escalate to 1,497 days at the end of June 2022 (meaning 

it took more than 4 years to clear the inventory). This figure is an alarming level for 

real estate firms.

 This becomes notable when listed real estate businesses see a 49% drop in net 

revenue, a 72.5% drop in after-tax profit in 2Q2022, and a poor financial performance 

with earnings forecast at only 2% in 2022.
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Executive Summary

Demand and supply of bonds are affected by new policies:

 Circular 16/2021/TT-NHNN took effect on Jan 15th, 2022 to control corporate 

bond risk for credit institutions, causing a decrease in bond demand, but the 

impact was insignificant. The balance of listed banks' corporate (non-bank) bonds 

still increased at 9.2%, equivalent to 23.6 trillion in 1H2022. In another view, 

outstanding loans of listed real estate companies still increased by 25.1% in 

1H2022. It shows that real estate credit is still growing, and in our opinion, taking 

place more selectively in some banks - depending on the credit profile of the 

issuers/projects.

 In our opinion, the second most important policy that can affect corporate bond 

demand is the Draft Amendment to Circular 39/2016/TT-NHNN. This document 

contains additional regulations that credit institutions are not allowed to lend for 

capital needs of capital contribution, investment cooperation, business does not 

form the charter capital of the party receiving the contributed capital; receive and 

transfer capital contributions in other companies to invest or trade securities; lend 

for capital needs of buying and trading real estate; lend for investment projects in 

the form of public-private partnership. If officially applied, it will greatly affect the 

source of capital to receive business cooperation contracts, which is an important 

source for real estate businesses when it accounts for 51% of total debt capital 

(including bank credits, bonds, and prepayments from home buyers).

 The most important and keenly anticipated legislation by the market is the Draft 

Amendment to Decree 153, which is still in the appraisal process before being 

approved by the Government. The latest draft includes more positive changes for 

the market, especially the requirements for capital use purposes.

The corporate bond market is expected to bounce back from 4Q2022

 We expect the corporate bonds market will rebound at the beginning of 4Q2022 when 

the Amendment to Decree 153 is issued and officially comes into effect as the plan 

announced by the Ministry of Finance.

 Although it will still be more difficult for individual professional investors, new 

regulations like the current draft will still contribute to listed companies as well as 

businesses that are proactive in transparentizing information and credit profile to target 

institutional investors who share risks and expect appropriate interest rates.

 Our data shows that listed real estate companies still grew their outstanding loans at 

25.1% in 1H2022 when real estate credit risk was controlled, and banks still bought 

corporate bonds selectively. 

 In addition, the medium and long-term capital needs are massive, not only in real estate 

but also in many other different sectors, while the banking credit system can hardly 

absorb them all due to credit allocation and prudential constraints on capital adequacy. 

For example, in the energy sector alone, we estimate that the investment needed to 

install the power system from 2021 to 2030 could be up to VND 2,908 trillion 

(equivalent to USD 130 billion), based on calculations from the Power Development 

Plan VIII. If the average capital structure of the project is assumed to be 70% debt, the 

total credit capital is VND 2,013 trillion (equivalent to $ 90 billion). Given the scale of 

capital needs for such a single industry and due to the regulations on credit risk 

management applied by each credit institution, in our opinion, the commercial banking 

system will be challenging to meet all of these credit capital needs.



Section 1:

Market activities
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1.1. Primary market

 The value of corporate bonds issued in the first seven months decreased sharply. It 

reached just over VND 203.3 trillion, down nearly 30% YoY, of which VND 194.3 

trillion were private placement, and nearly VND 9 trillion were issued through the 

public offering channel.

 Total domestic issuance increased in 2021, maintaining a high compound annual 

growth rate (CAGR) of 46% to VND 682 trillion. However, this increase will almost 

certainly decline and may only reach a volume equivalent to the period of 2019 -

2020, when the total issuance value in the first seven months of 2022 is only nearly 

29% of the total volume last year.

Figure 1: Corporate bond issuance value was dismal in the first 7 months of the year

Source: FiinRatings, HNX

Note: Figures do not include FCY bonds; Issue value is based on the issue date

New issues decreased; Real estate fell rapidly but gradually regained momentum at the end of the second quarter

Circular 16/2021/TT-

NHNN came into effect

THM’s bond 

cancellation event

 The issuance scale of 1H2022 dropped sharply right after the effective date of Circular 

16/2021/TT-NHNN (January 15, 2022). It showed no signs of recovery, especially in light of 

market movements and the bond cancellation event in April 2022.

 In the short term, we think the market will continue to decline in issuance volume until the legal 

regulations are clear for the issuers and investors, namely the Amendment of Decree No. 153.

 In 2023, the market will have qualitative changes according to the trend of mass issuance, 

which will grow enormously in size, especially from businesses with good business records 

and proactive transparency of their credit records on the market. The private placement will 

have a major size reduction but will target a broader investor base, including individual 

professional investors and financial institutions such as insurance, bond funds, and pension 

funds.

Source: FiinRatings, HNX

Note: Figures do not include FCY bonds; Issue value is based on the issue date

Figure 2: Issue value has shrunk significantly after the strong policy actions
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 Banking and Real Estate continued to maintain the position of the largest issuer group in 

the primary market, accounting for 71% of the total issuance value of the entire market. 

These two groups' issuance values in the first 6 months of 2022 are VND 51 trillion and 

VND 88 trillion, respectively.

 The banking sector also continues to promote mobilization through the bond channel to 

increase tier 2 capital and aim to improve the ratio of short-term funds for medium and 

long-term loans in accordance with the regulations of the State Bank of Vietnam, 

especially in the coming time 30/ 9/2022 this rate will have to be reduced from 40% to 37% 

according to Circular No. 08/2020/TT-NHNN.

 In addition, bank bonds are still a favored deposit product by banks even though many 

issued lots have lower interest rates than deposit rates of the same term. The reason is 

that the most flexible form of bond is the liquidity factor of this product in the repo market.

Figure 3: Real estate issuance contracted in 1H2022

Source: FiinRatings, HNX

Note: Figures do not include FCY bonds; Issue value is based on the issue date

1.1. Primary Market 

Commercial banks still maintain vibrant bond issuance activities

 The issuance structure of the main sectors shows that the banking industry continues to 

issue with increasing volume over the same period. However, the Real Estate and 

Construction industry declined significantly in the first 6 months of 2022. Especially in 

the second quarter, there were no enterprises in the construction industry to issue 

corporate bonds.

 There are recent views that the real estate developer started issuing bonds again in 

May and June. However, we observed that those issuances are solely from large and 

listed developers, while most companies are having difficulties mobilizing capital from 

this channel.

Figure 4: Real estate issuance activity returned weakly in the second quarter

Source: FiinRatings, HNX

Note: Figures do not include FCY bonds; Issue value is based on the issue date
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• Corporate bond maturity has fallen dramatically from 4.5 years in 2021 to 3.3 years in 

2022. The most significant decline is in the Energy sector, from 6.7 years to 1.7 years, but 

this is primarily due to a major fall in the number of issuances in the industry, with only two 

issuances since the beginning of the year. The construction industry also issued corporate 

bonds with maturities ranging from one to three years, reducing the industry average tenor 

from 5.7 years to 1.2 years in 1H2022. The average tenor of the Manufacturing industry, in 

particular, has grown from 7.1 to 8.6 years as a result of several high volume issuances 

with tenors of more than 10 years, particularly Long Thanh Cement Joint Stock Company 

with two additional 15-year bond issuances totaling more than VND 900 billion.

• We believe that the general fall in tenor indicates that the market is concerned about the 

movements of the corporate bond market, which has caused investors to lose interest in 

long-term bonds.

 The average interest rate given by issuers in the first six months of 2022 is 

8.8%/year, down 0.17% from the same period in 2021. However, the constant 

interest rate in the midst of lowering tenor shows that the degree of profit/risk in the 

corporate bond market has grown dramatically. This is also consistent with investor 

caution and the rising trend of interest rates in the deposit market.

 Notably, despite the low volume and number of issuances, the average interest rate 

paid by Energy sector issuers in the first half of 2022 reached 11.25%, a 1.55% rise 

over 2021. When compared to other industries, the high interest rate in this industry 

indicates a much higher level of risk.

Bond maturities and interest rates remained on the decline until recent issuances in July

Source: FiinRatings

Note: Figures do not include FCY bonds; Issue value is based on the issue date

Figure 5: Average maturity dropped sharply from 4.5 to 3.3 years in 1H2022

Source: FiinRatings

Note: Figures do not include FCY bonds; Issue value is based on the issue date

Figure 6: Nominal interest rates for most industries did not change much in 1H2022
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 The number of listed bond issuances registered on the secondary market reached 53 

in June, up 13 from the previous month. Although the issue scale remains low, there 

was a slight growth in secondary market volume in the first half of 2022.

 Decree 153/2020/ND-CP amending regulations to ensure long-term market growth, in 

which Articles 15 and 16 include the need that private offering firms register for trading 

and deposit at the Securities Depository Center. We believe that this is an appropriate 

effort to manage the private bond issuing process, and we anticipate that the scale of 

listed bonds will expand in the near future.

 Market liquidity increased dramatically (almost 93%) in the first half of 2022 compared 

to the average transaction value in 2021, rising from VND 191.70 billion/day to VND 

368.86 billion/day. The highest daily trading value on HNX was recorded on January 

11th, thanks to KBC's bond issue to increase its charter capital.

 By the end of December 31, 2021, HOSE has completed the transfer of all listed 

corporate bonds to HNX, laying the groundwork for the restructuring of stock trading 

exchanges. Furthermore, the State Securities Commission is drafting on a Circular 

directing the listing of privately issued bonds on the Department's stock exchange 

system, which we consider a great encouragement to enhance the scale and liquidity 

on this specialized secondary market.

Source: FiinRatings

Note: Data is collected from 55 corporate bonds listed on HNX; Issues are calculated based on released date

Figure 7: Daily trading value of bonds listed on HNX Figure 8: The number of listed bonds increased slightly in the first 6 months

Source: FiinRatings, FiinPro

Note: Data is collected from 19 corporate bonds listed on HNX calculated by average trading value of 5 days
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1.3. Bond Early Redemption

Bonds early redemption soared in June, reaching VND 32.16 trillion and reducing the pressure of maturity risk.

Figure 10: Maturity schedules of real estate bonds

 The maturity value of real estate bonds at the end of 2022 will reach about VND 37 

billion, of which unlisted companies account for the majority, with 84% of the total 

value compared to 16% of listed companies. Moreover, repayment pressure 

continues to increase significantly from 2023 to 2024, making it an urgent issue to 

secure capital for debt refinancing.

Source: FiinRatings, HNX

Note: Figures do not include FCY bonds

Figure 9: Bond redemption value in the first 6 months of 2022

Source: FiinRatings, HNX

 Corporate bond redemption value in the first 6 months of 2022 reached VND 72.29 trillion, up 

22% over the same period in 2021 and focusing mainly on near-maturity bonds. Specifically, 

51.25% of the total value of bonds is redeemed with the remaining term of 1-3 years. Credit 

institutions and real estate are the two sectors with the largest bond redemption volume, 

reaching 41.85% and 22.76%, equivalent to VND 30.2 and VND 16.4 trillion respectively.

 The redemption activities came from legal policies controlling capital, making it difficult for 

many businesses to continue implementing projects. The length of the capital turnover 

period is prolonged and caused businesses to increase the repurchase of short-term bonds 

to ensure debt payment ability. In addition, concerns over the Tan Hoang Minh event in April 

also forced some real estate businesses to redeem bond ahead of time at the request of 

bondholders.
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2.1. Real estate developers’ credit strength

Financial leverage is essentially steady, but credit strength is diminishing due to decreased revenues and sluggish project execution

Figure 11: Debt gearing and liquidity level of listed real estate companies

Source: FiinGroup

Note: The data is analyzed from 54 residential real estate enterprises listed with total loans at VND 

435 trillion. Debts consist of short-term loans and long-term loans, and do not include other liabilities 

(mainly capital raised under contracts with customers or partners)

 The decline in the leverage ratio of Debt-to-Equity of listed real estate 

companies along with the Interest coverage ratio, indicate that the borrowing 

and debt repayment capacity of these enterprises remains generally constant. 

However, The pandemic situation and legal difficulties have hampered project 

progress, thereby restricting companies’ access to funding through channels.

 In fact, net sales and earning after tax of listed real estate companies fell 

respectively by 49% and 72.5% in Q2-2022, and are expected to be flat in 2022 

(up only 2%).
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Figure 12: Prepayments from homebuyers remain weak, while the average 

inventory days is high.

 Except for VinHomes, which benefited from the Ocean Park 2 project, 

prepayments from homebuyers (Presales/Inventory) has recovered marginally 

but not considerably for most companies.

 The average inventory days has expanded to almost 1,497 days (more than 4 

years). This is a concerningly high level for real estate firms.
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The real estate sector is impacted by new policies from the State Bank and the Ministry of Finance

Key changes Comments

• Non-performing loan ratio is less 

than 3% in the latest 

classification according to 

regulations of the State Bank of 

Vietnam prior to the day of 

corporate bond purchase.

• To provide risk safety and supervision tightening for 

banks with poor financial health that seek to purchase 

corporate bonds, since corporate bonds have long-term 

features and comparatively easy issuance conditions than 

loans.

• A credit institution is not 

allowed to purchase corporate 

bonds for: a) debt restructuring 

of the issuer; b) capital 

contribution and/or share 

purchasing in other enterprises; 

c) increasing working capital.

• This regulation limits the possibility of debt refinancing 

between bank credits and bonds, including commercial 

banks disburse fund to help businesses repay their 

bondholders.

• Require commercial banks investing in corporate bonds to 

build their own bond credit rating system.

• Limiting banks to receive more equity risk in addition to 

credit risk to limit interbank risk.

• Purchasing unlisted corporate 

bonds that credit institutions 

have sold and/or unlisted 

corporate bonds in the same 

batch/period as the sold unlisted 

corporate bonds that credit 

institutions have sold for more 

than 12 months is not allowed.

• Selling corporate bond to their 

subsidiaries is not allowed..

• Credit growth quota, including bonds, is the growth target of 

each specific bank and is determined by the SBV for each 

bank based on the SBV's own rating assessment.

• To avoid banks using repos to sell (and commit to buy back) 

to increase credit room in the next period.

• In fact, many bond issuances are merely lending activities. 

Therefore, this regulation is necessary to ensure the core 

purposes of corporate bond issuance.

2.2. The impact of new policies

Figure 13: Corporate bonds owned by commercial banks

Source: FiinRatings

Note: Data from financial statements of 27 commercial banks in Vietnam

Impact of Circular 16/2021/TT-NHNN

 In 1H2022, the balance of non-bank corporate bonds held by listed banks 

remained steady at VND 23.62 trillion. The value of corporate bonds owned by 

27 publicly traded banks is presently 2.47 percent of the total interest earning 

assets (2021: 2.16%).

 Most banks cut their balances and allocations to corporate bond, such as TCB 

(down VND 13.5 trillion), HDB (down VND 2.9 trillion), while certain banks 

expanded the size, including VPB (up VND 14.7 trillion) and TPB (up VND 4.7 

trillion).
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The Draft Amendment to Circular 39/2016/TT-NHNN potentially narrow sources of capital mobilization if enacted

Policy Key changes Comment

Draft 

Amendment 

to Circular 

39/2016/TT-

NHNN

Credit institutions are not allowed to lend for:

• Capital contribution and business cooperation 

that do not form the charter capital of the party 

receiving the contributed capital; receiving 

and transfering capital contributions in other 

companies.

• Payment of a deposit to execute future 

transactions that are not legally permissible at 

the time of deposit.

For the borrowing purpose of capital contribution, business cooperation without forming charter capital:

• Difficulty in assessing customers’ ability to repay since the effectiveness of the project is determined by the committed 

fixed income, regardless of the business situation of the capital contribution recipient.

• Difficulty in controlling the use of capital after disbursement, and it is not possible to regularly assess the recipient’s 

performance and financial health.

For borrowing purpose of deposit payment:

• Limit loan lending to secure future projects that are ineligible to comply with the law, resulting in the deposit contract 

being canceled by the investor due to failure to complete legal procedures.

• The Circular is to regulate the purpose of utilizing credit with possible hazards in the real estate sector. Businesses must 

shift funding channels to corporate bonds to ensure capital for project implementation.

• Control lending loans for investing in 

securities; loans for buy and trade real estate; 

loans for investing in public-private 

partnership projects; consumer loans with 

significant value as determined by credit 

institutions

• Tight control over loans for investing in securities, buy and trade real estate

• Towards the control of speculative loans invested in the real estate sector

Circular 

08/2020/TT-

NHNN

Banks and FBBs shall maintain the maximum 

ratio of short-term capital for provision of 

medium-term and long-term loans as follows:

• From October 01, 2021 to September 30, 

2022: 37%;

• From October 01, 2022 to September 30, 

2023: 34%.

• To maintain the banking system's liquidity safety; to avoid excessive credit expansion leading to inflation and bubbles in 

capital-intensive fields.

• Minimize real estate-related risks when medium-term and long-term loans accounted for 94% of total loans to this 

industry and most of the value is funded by short-term loans.

• Encourage real estate firms to consider alternative channels of capital mobilization like corporate bond issuance, which 

is a medium and long-term capital channel.

2.2. The impact of new policies



Section 3:

Implications for Financing 

Strategy
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Adapting strategy for real estate developers

 Limited credit capital from banks in the short 

term (Circular 16)

 Capital mobilisation from bond market awaiting 

for amending regulations (Amended Decree 

No. 153)

 Interest rates bottomed out

Solutions Bases Suggestions

 Take advantage of capital channels from customers by completing legal 

procedures and project implementation progress to be able to open for sale 

and receive down payments from customers (especially individual customers)

 Prepare attractive financial plans to speed up prepayment collection

 Take advantage capital from business partners and suppliers (working capital)

 Enhance the investor base not limiting to bank 

and securities companies

 Banks still disburse credit or purchase real 

estate bonds despite the shrinking scale.

 Building and improving credit profile in the capital market is the fundamental 

solution towards an optimal capital strategy, instead of implementing only 

when a capital mobilization need arises.

 Considering using credit rating and enhance information and risk 

transparency to both domestic and foreign markets.

 Draft Amended Decree 153 is being 

developed in a stricter direction with the 

private placement bond issuance channel.

 Advising units such as securities companies 

will also focus on consulting through the 

public channel after recent events and legal 

changes.

 Public offering is an important choice in the current regulatory landscape

 Looking for a reliable advising unit - which is capable of bond distributing to 

the right audience and assisting in the preparation of professional release 

documents.

 Enhance transparency of information, including the implementation of credit 

rating

Diversifying financing sources from customers and clients; enhancing transparency of credit profile in capital market
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Promoting credit rating as a solution in the capital strategy for development

Source: FiinRatings

Important Note: Except for issuers with names and logo shown on the Exhibit, this is not the final results of FiinRatings. To carry out rating actions, we 

would need to perform qualitative analysis, including interviews with the companies’ management, due diligence and assess characteristics of each 

particular business model.
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 The promotion of credit rating will help not only individual investors but also commercial 

banks in selecting, evaluating, and lending credit in line with risk appetite and the State 

Bank’s directive: strictly control real estate credit risks.

 Help "synchronize" information on bond credit quality and bank credit, thereby supporting cross-

default risk monitoring of the credit market in general.

Credit 

quality
Description

Business 

Risk 

Profile

Financial 

Risk Profile

[a]

• Large and clean land bank in several 

cities and central areas, with diversified 

products and sources of income.

• Strong reputation and proven project 

implementation capability.

• Good funding capability and low 

financial leverage.

Strong 

and 

above

Intermediate 

to Modest

[bbb]

• Above average scale with central city 

land bank. The implementation capability 

and feasibility is proven.

• Below average financial leverage.

Adequate 

to Strong

Intermediate 

to Modest

[bb]
• Land bank in cities, vicinity or others. 

• Higher financial leverage.

Moderate 

to 

Adequate

Significant to 

Aggressive

[b]

• Small to average size.

• Higher risks regarding the 

implementation capability.

• Higher financial leverage.

Below 

Moderate

Aggressive 

to Highly 

Leverage

Exhibit 15: Characteristics of different credit rating categories

Source: FiinRatings

Exhibit 14: Relative raking of listed Real Estate companies and FiinRatings’ official 

ratings of several issuers

Rating of 
Vietnamese 
government 

bonds 
according to 

domestic 
scale
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APPENDIX 1: Top 20 non-bank corporate bond issuers by value in 1H2022

No Company Sector
Bond issued value Avg. interest rate Avg. tenor

(VND bil) (%/year) (year)

1 NOVALAND GROUP Real Estate 8,557 10.0% 7.3

2 EAGLE SIDE DEVELOPMENT AND INVESTMENT CORPORATION Real Estate 7,860 10.0% 1.0

3 TUONG KHAI CONSTRUCTION INVESTMENT CORPORATION Construction 5,980 10.0% 1.0

4 MINH TRUONG PHU CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION Construction 5,900 10.0% 1.0

5 LONG THANH CEMENT JOINT STOCK COMPANY Manufacture 5,458 10.5% 15.0

6 AIR LINK CORPORATION Real Estate 3,810 8.2% 1.5

7 KIEN HUNG THINH CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION Construction 3,610 8.2% 1.5

8 WORLDWIDE CAPITAL CORPORATION Real Estate 3,410 8.2% 1.5

9 SEASIDE HOMES REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED Real Estate 3,000 12.5% 4.0

10 TRUNGNAM GROUP Others 2,700 9.9% 1.7

11 FE CREDIT Others 2,300 6.8% 2.0

12 VAST KING INVESTMENT CORPORATION Real Estate 2,260 9.0% 3.0

13 PHU QUOC TOURISM DEVELOPMENT AND INVESTMENT, JSC
Trading and 

Service
2,050 10.0% 5.0

14 HUNGTHINH CORPORATION Real Estate 2,000 9.0% 7.0

15 VINFAST TRADING AND PRODUCTION, JSC Manufacture 2,000 9.3% 3.0

16 APAX HOLDINGS Others 1,963 12.0% 5.0

17 HUNG THINH LAND, JSC Real Estate 1,685 11.0% 1.8

18 SUNSHINE E&C CONSTRUCTION, JSC Others 1,600 11.0% 2.0

19 DAT VIET ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO., LTD Real Estate 1,600 10.0% 3.0

20 DAI HUNG REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD Real Estate 1,500 12.5% 4.0

Source: FiinRatings
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APPENDIX 2: Top 20 bank corporate bond issuers by value in 1H2022

Source: FiinRatings

No Company
Bond issued value Avg. interest rate Avg. tenor

(VND bil) (%/year) (year)

1 JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK FOR INVESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT OF VIETNAM 14,505 5.3% 5.2

2 MILITARY COMMERCIAL JOINT STOCK BANK 10,190 4.4% 3.6

3 VIETNAM TECHNOLOGICAL AND COMMERCIAL JOINT STOCK BANK 9,000 4.1% 3.0

4 ASIA COMMERCIAL JOINT STOCK BANK 7,150 3.9% 1.6

5 VIETNAM INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL JOINT STOCK BANK 6,948 3.9% 3.1

6 ORIENT COMMERCIAL JOINT STOCK BANK 5,700 4.1% 3.0

7 TIEN PHONG COMMERCIAL JOINT STOCK BANK 4,999 4.1% 3.0

8 LIEN VIET POST JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK 3,500 4.4% 2.7

9 BAC A COMMERCIAL JOINT STOCK BANK 3,500 4.3% 3.0

10 VIETNAM MARITIME COMMERCIAL JOINT STOCK BANK 3,000 4.2% 3.0

11 SAI GON THUONG TIN COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK BANK 3,000 3.8% 3.0

12 HOUSING DEVELOPMENT COMMERCIAL JOINT STOCK BANK 2,906 4.5% 3.6

13 SHINHAN BANK VIETNAM LTD. 2,800 4.0% 2.0

14 VIETNAM JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK FOR INDUSTRY AND TRADE 1,500 6.5% 9.4

15 VIETNAM BANK FOR AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT 1,140 6.6% 7.0

16 BAOVIET JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK 1,000 7.6% 7.0

17 SOUTHEAST ASIA COMMERCIAL JOINT STOCK BANK 999 4.4% 2.8

18 VIET CAPITAL COMMERCIAL JOINT STOCK BANK 850 8.6% 7.0

19 AN BINH COMMERCIAL JOINT STOCK BANK 500 4.4% 3.0

20 VIETNAM THUONG TIN COMMERCIAL JOINT STOCK BANK 400 8.2% 7.0
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FiinGroup at a Glance/ Business Porfolio

FiinGroup provides financial data, business information, industry research, credit rating and other data-driven analytics services via 

Platform as a Service (PaaS), annual package and on-call services.

▪ FiinPro Platform

▪ FiinTrade Platform

▪ API Datafeed

▪ Business Credit Report

▪ FiinGate Platform

▪ Data Analysis Service

▪ Issuer Credit Ratings

▪ Issue Credit Ratings

▪ Credit Assessment

▪ Independent Credit Evaluation

▪ Industry Report

▪ Customized Research

▪ Commercial Due Diligence

▪ Market Entry Advisory

Financial 

Information

Market 

Research

Credit Ratings

Business 

Information
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About FiinRatings

BBB-/ Stable

Issuer Credit Rating

19/05/2021

BB/ Positive

Issuer Credit Rating

16/08/2021
Issuer Credit Rating

12/10/2021

BBB-/ Stable

BBB-/ Stable

Issuer Credit Rating

29/03/2022

BBB+/ Stable

Issuer Credit Rating

04/04/2022

BB+/ Stable

Issuer Credit Rating

20/04/2022

A-/ Stable

Issuer Credit Rating

25/04/2022

Our Track Record

Partners

The second licensed credit rating agency in 

Vietnam

Main services offered by FiinRatings:

• Issuer Credit Ratings

• Issue Credit Ratings

• Credit Assessment

• Independent Credit Evaluation

About FiinRatings
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Overview / Products and Services

Issuer Credit Rating

FiinRatings offers an independent opinion of your organization's overall

creditworthiness: FiinRatings’ Issuer Credit Rating provides your credit

credential - an independent opinion of your organization's overall creditworthiness 

and financial strength. It can be used as an information tool for capital markets 

participants and your organization’s counterparties-banks, clients, suppliers, 

jointventure partners, brokers, government agencies-even landlords.

Issue Credit Rating

We provide a forward-looking opinion of an obligor’s creditworthiness: A Bond 

Credit Rating takes into consideration the creditworthiness of guarantors, insurers, or 

other forms of credit enhancement on the obligation. The opinion reflects our view of the 

capacity and willingness to meet its financial commitments as they come due, and may 

assess terms, such as collateral security and subordination, which could affect ultimate 

payment in the event of default.

The Bond Credit Ratings can be either long-term or short-term: Short-term ratings 

are generally assigned to those obligations considered short-term which means 

obligations with an original maturity of no more than 365 days including commercial 

paper. Short-term ratings are also used to indicate the creditworthiness of an obligor with 

respect to put features on long-term obligations. Medium-term notes are assigned long-

term ratings.

Credit Assessment
Leveraging on FiinGroup's corporate database and industry data, we provide a 

credit report with business ratings results for all Vietnamese companies upon 

request. This report is commonly used by investors in debt instruments or the 

shareholders of the business itself.

Independent Credit Evaluation
We have conducted various independent credit evaluation for financing

decisions by our clients in various sectors including consumer finance, 

cement, retail, and education. Our credit analysts and risk experts can also 

deliver various related services such as Credit Evaluation and trainings to 

corporates, investors or creditors on relevant topics
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Value of a Local Credit Rating to Issuers

Domestic rating agency provides value to issuers and markets that cannot be brought by foreign agencies:

1

Not being influenced by sovereign credit rating

ceiling (BB/Ba3) as the domestic scale provides

superior credit disparity between institutions by taking

Vietnam's national rating as the highest standard AAA.
2

Optimizing the cost of fund by ranking distinctively

and allocating credit profile. The investors have more

comprehensive clues to distinguish the risk and

interest pricing among financial institutions or between

financial institutions and government bonds.

4

3

Access to the investor network with standardized and

timely information to most major domestic and foreign

investment institutions. Rating results are announced on

our information subscription systems including more than

200 investment institutions and more than 20,000

professional investors.

Complying or voluntarily comply with regulations of

state agencies (including the State Bank and the

Ministry of Finance/State Securities Commission) on

securities issuance (especially public offering bonds

and CDs). The procedure of issuing public bonds is

being accelerated.

5

Access to the investor network with standardized and

timely information to most major domestic and foreign

investment institutions. Rating results are announced on

our information subscription systems including more than

200 investment institutions and more than 20,000

professional investors.
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This report was prepared by FiinGroup Joint Stock Company for reference only. This report does not recommend buying, selling or holding any stock or any 

particular transaction.

The information contained in this report, including FiinGroup's data, charts, tables, analysis and judgments, is used for reference only at your own risk. FiinGroup

will not be responsible for any loss or consequences that may result from the use of the information in this report.

This report is subject to change without prior notice. The content and opinions in this report may be changed or outdated depending on the actual situation and 

the additional information we have. FiinGroup will not be responsible for updating, modifying and adding content according to those changes.

All information in this report is compiled and processed based on public information and other sources obtained by FiinGroup, we have not had procedures to 

perform independent verification of the accuracy, completeness or suitability for use and we make no commitments about the accuracy of such information.

FiinGroup Joint Stock Company has copyright ownership of this report and all content in the report. This report is protected under the provisions of the law on 

copyright in Vietnam and other countries under the treaty between Vietnam and other countries.

None of the content including data, charts, tables, models, and judgments contained herein may be reproduced, duplicated, modified, commercialized, or 

published in whole or in part, in any way without the consent of FiinGroup.

FiinGroup is a company specializing in financial information services and credit ratings under license No. 02/GXN-XHTN of the Ministry of Finance of Vietnam 

dated March 30, 2020. Accordingly, FiinGroup does not participate and is not allowed to participate in securities brokerage and advisory activities, banking 

services and auditing services. We maintain a system of controls to ensure all directors, managers and employees comply with these regulations and avoid 

conflicts of interest to ensure absolute independence in our activities.

Disclaimer and Copyright
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Contacts

(Mr.) Nguyen Tung Anh

Assistant Manager, Economic and Credit Risk Research

FiinRatings JSC.

Email: anh.nguyen@fiingroup.vn

(Ms.) Nguyen Huong Thao

Credit Risk Researcher, 

FiinRatings JSC.

Email: thao.nguyenhuong@fiingroup.vn

(Ms.) Dao Yen Nhung

Credit Risk Researcher, 

FiinRatings JSC.

Email: nhung.daoyen@fiingroup.vn

(Mr.) Nguyen Minh Tu

Managing Director,

FiinRatings JSC.

Email: tu.nguyen@fiingroup.vn
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